Universal connectivity made simple, the spooler function, and eternal places
This week, I will offer up a few new ideas, and something beautiful for you.
Have you ever wondered how to best explain the highly complex idea of universal
connectivity to a layman? I suggest the following:
This general idea is close to the approach of quantum chemist Paolo Manzelli, a very
bright fellow and an excellent teacher. Only the hippocampal/unconscious similarity to a
singularity is original. We will skip the full history, place it in the mouth of Einstein, and
say:
1. Please consider Einstein's method of mapping space-time. We have the familiar
dimensions of our three dimensional world, and time. Three spatial coordinates X, Y,
and Z, and one for time t. So linear reality, our reality, is defined by the system described
in the notation: X, Y, Z, t. That is where we live! Now, imagine a singularity, as that
which is proposed at the center of a black hole, all distance is crushed together into a
point, and linear time is not available…it is all compounded together. We have one
spatial dimension as all is crushed to a point, X, and, three temporal dimensions, an
inversion of the previous configuration, we will define this singularity by the notation: X,
t1, t2, t3. Next, let us understand that there is a flat background space, a flat dimension.
We can now see that is defined by the notation: X, Y, t1, t2. A flat dimension such as
that which distributes gravity.
2. The unconscious mind, acts as a singularity. In it, we compound wave-functions.
Wave-functions, in this theory I present, are the quantum aspects of objects and thoughts.
There are countless many of them, but we will speak of just a few. These are entangled,
meaning, they are put together, superposed in the mind to create one object, to some
degree. A piece of tissue, the hippocampus, may well be the hub of this process. It is
two pieces of tissue really, and has indeed been shown to be mathematically similar to a
singularity in some work, and acts to stitch together pieces of memory and perception.
(New theories ascribe a similar process to create space-time itself, which is sensible as
you will see).
3. Please imagine now with me, the flat dimension which permeates everything, as that
which distributes gravity. This connects the mental system, the unconscious, to the
world. There are many experiments which show affect, focused feeling, creates changes
in reality, random number generators becoming organized in their output and better still,
experiments most correct which show wave aspects in quantum experiments becoming
altered by thought, to be more like particles! All, by thought alone! Also, there is clear
evidence of temporal compounding, in an effect called PAA, where events, are presaged
by a good length of time, many seconds, with an EEG signature of the event, which
matches perfectly in size and form, the event itself, which shows up seconds later!
4. Now, the picture is clear. A two way communication is implied between us, the
world, and each other, where our thoughts are influenced by, and influence to a small

degree, the world. The unconscious mind, is as a singularity, a mixing pot where past,
present and future combine with objects and events, and this new structural information,
is distributed out through the flat dimension, which as it is not in our dimension, is dark,
meaning we do not see it…it is not here in 3D reality is it? This distributes the
information outward, from X, t1, t2, t3 (our unconscious mind), onto X, Y, t1, t2 (the flat
dimension), and then onto the world, onto X, Y, Z, t! So you can see it. We, by our
unconscious, which is a like a mixing pot, a singularity where all is compounded
together, are connected to the distributional flat dimension, and that, acts upon, and
creates… our 3D reality. We are all, connected to this world, and each other, in an
experimentally demonstrable and clear way. We are all part of a single system. Let us
understand this new thing, our connection to all things, oneness, is not new. Science has
simply shown in clear terms, with its own brand of trustworthy repeatable miracles called
experiments, what Buddhists and Taoists, Hindus and many others, have long
understood. That is not hard to imagine is it? These teachers, were connected to this
knowledge and world, just as you are now, sitting here. We are all part of a single
system…and so, are of one race…the race of man. It would be unscientific to believe
otherwise.
The Spooler Function: I will all too quickly condense Renate Quehenberger's idea
which is based on radio vorticity experiments, that implies the wave/particle duality can
be resolved by thinking of particles as enrolled waves. If this is the case, the interrelated
transformative process appears too rapid and absolute to dig out by experiment, but, that
is a function of normal observation or measurement.
If you look at this experiment: [http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-26.4.553] you will
see, that although as all are aware, direct measurement collapses wave-function, what I
will call "second order observation," that is, concentration on an object in the mind's eye,
causes a partial and progressive effect, where wave aspects, become progressively more
"particle-like." (This effect is summed by adding more participants, although it is not
linear, Dr. Radin has informed me). So, mathematics are needed to articulate the degree
of change, which is proposed to be evidence of enrollment, the winding up, the spooling
of the wave (as in this case, augmented by mentation): a "spooler function." That would
articulate the transition from wave to particle in its progression, and detail the amount of
second order observation needed to create a particle. A prediction could be made about
the amount of mental dynamism created, and its effects. If we can create the math, the
spooler function, may solve the wave/particle duality!
There is great beauty in science, and nature. Life is rich for the thought we pour into it.
Please enjoy this tender bit of image and truth:
From eternal places
Under a hollow sky, starlight drawn in ink, silver whispers, flickering in silence, strewn
and swept across the dome, our dark circumference spilled bright, in shimmering
platinum schist. Silence. And into the cradle of night, our net of dreams is cast, to fold
light into darkness, from within. The slumber of light, is but darkness fulfilled, before

dawn. Drawn toward time's tender home, we rise from eternal places, and awake….to
find: another dream? Slowly . . . as drops of honey, fill, the seconds, to crawl down the
arced back of the silver spoon, so does she draw the day toward me. Each, second,
is…precious. Slowly, as a lover will not but wait…and provide: so does she fill the
seconds, with honey and warmth. And before this day, we may hold our heart open and
sweet, as she does find us, and fill this life, from within…so does she dream…of you.
For day is dream of night's yearning, unfolded. And into the chalice, the seconds tick,
and drops gather, twice clear and bright…so very slowly, noon does climb the arch of
blue, and fill her. For gratitude, is trust, made sweet and slow, in easy currents,
drifting… toward a hollow noon.
You may contact me through the staff contact page at Mind magazine:
http://www.mindmagazine.net.
This work is the sole property of the author, Rich Norman © 2015 and is used by this
forum with both permission and gratitude.
	
  

